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Econometric Analysis of Panel Data

2008-06-30

written by one of the world s leading researchers and writers in the field econometric analysis

of panel data has become established as the leading textbook for postgraduate courses in

panel data this new edition reflects the rapid developments in the field covering the vast

research that has been conducted on panel data since its initial publication featuring the most

recent empirical examples from panel data literature data sets are also provided as well as

the programs to implement the estimation and testing procedures described in the book these

programs will be made available via an accompanying website which will also contain

solutions to end of chapter exercises that will appear in the book the text has been fully

updated with new material on dynamic panel data models and recent results on non linear

panel models and in particular work on limited dependent variables panel data models

Analysis of Panel Data

2002

this book provides a comprehensive coherent and intuitive review of panel data methodologies

that are useful for empirical analysis substantially revised from the second edition it includes

two new chapters on modeling cross sectionally dependent data and dynamic systems of

equations some of the more complicated concepts have been further streamlined other new

material includes correlated random coefficient models pseudo panels duration and count data

models quantile analysis and alternative approaches for controlling the impact of unobserved

heterogeneity in nonlinear panel data models

Analysis of Panel Data

2014-12-08
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this important collection brings together leading econometricians to discuss advances in the

areas of the econometrics of panel data the papers in this collection can be grouped into two

categories the first which includes chapters by amemiya baltagi arellano bover and labeaga

primarily deal with different aspects of limited dependent variables and sample selectivity the

second group of papers including those by nerlove schmidt and ahn kiviet davies and lahiri

consider issues that arise in the estimation of dyanamic possibly heterogeneous panel data

models overall the contributors focus on the issues of simplifying complex real world

phenomena into easily generalisable inferences from individual outcomes as the contributions

of g s maddala in the fields of limited dependent variables and panel data were particularly

influential it is a fitting tribute that this volume is dedicated to him

Analysis of Panels and Limited Dependent Variable Models

1999-07-29

the second edition of a comprehensive state of the art graduate level text on

microeconometric methods substantially revised and updated the second edition of this

acclaimed graduate text provides a unified treatment of two methods used in contemporary

econometric research cross section and data panel methods by focusing on assumptions that

can be given behavioral content the book maintains an appropriate level of rigor while

emphasizing intuitive thinking the analysis covers both linear and nonlinear models including

models with dynamics and or individual heterogeneity in addition to general estimation

frameworks particular methods of moments and maximum likelihood specific linear and

nonlinear methods are covered in detail including probit and logit models and their multivariate

tobit models models for count data censored and missing data schemes causal or treatment

effects and duration analysis econometric analysis of cross section and panel data was the

first graduate econometrics text to focus on microeconomic data structures allowing

assumptions to be separated into population and sampling assumptions this second edition

has been substantially updated and revised improvements include a broader class of models

for missing data problems more detailed treatment of cluster problems an important topic for
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empirical researchers expanded discussion of generalized instrumental variables giv

estimation new coverage based on the author s own recent research of inverse probability

weighting a more complete framework for estimating treatment effects with panel data and a

firmly established link between econometric approaches to nonlinear panel data and the

generalized estimating equation literature popular in statistics and other fields new attention is

given to explaining when particular econometric methods can be applied the goal is not only

to tell readers what does work but why certain obvious procedures do not the numerous

included exercises both theoretical and computer based allow the reader to extend methods

covered in the text and discover new insights

Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data, second

edition

2010-10-01

a comprehensive and accessible guide to panel data analysis using eviews software this book

explores the use of eviews software in creating panel data analysis using appropriate

empirical models and real datasets guidance is given on developing alternative descriptive

statistical summaries for evaluation and providing policy analysis based on pool panel data

various alternative models based on panel data are explored including univariate general

linear models fixed effect models and causal models and guidance on the advantages and

disadvantages of each one is given panel data analysis using eviews provides step by step

guidance on how to apply eviews software to panel data analysis using appropriate empirical

models and real datasets examines a variety of panel data models along with the author s

own empirical findings demonstrating the advantages and limitations of each model presents

growth models time related effects models and polynomial models in addition to the models

which are commonly applied for panel data includes more than 250 examples divided into

three groups of models stacked unstacked and structured panel data together with notes and

comments provides guidance on which models not to use in a given scenario along with
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advice on viable alternatives explores recent new developments in panel data analysis an

essential tool for advanced undergraduate or graduate students and applied researchers in

finance econometrics and population studies statisticians and data analysts involved with data

collected over long time periods will also find this book a useful resource

Panel Data Analysis using EViews

2013-12-31

econometric analysis of panel data has become established as the leading textbook for

postgraduate courses in panel data this book is intended as a companion to the main text the

prerequisites include a good background in mathematical statistics and econometrics the

companion guide will add value to the existing textbooks on panel data by solving exercises in

a logical and pedagogical manner helping the reader understand learn and teach panel data

these exercises are based upon those in baltagi 2008 and are complementary to that text

even though they are stand alone material and the reader can learn the basic material as they

go through these exercises the exercises in this book start by providing some background

material on partitioned regressions and the frisch waugh lovell theorem showing the reader

some applications of this material that are useful in practice then it goes through the basic

material on fixed and random effects models in a one way and two way error components

models following the same outline as in baltagi 2008 the book also provides some empirical

illustrations and examples using stata and eviews that the reader can replicate the data sets

are available on the wiley web site wileyeurope com college baltagi

A Companion to Econometric Analysis of Panel Data

2009-06-22

this volume collects seven classic essays on panel data econometrics and a cogent essay on

the history of the subject
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Essays in Panel Data Econometrics

2005-11-10

this book provides a comprehensive coherent and intuitive review of panel data methodologies

that are useful for empirical analysis substantially revised from the second edition it includes

two new chapters on modeling cross sectionally dependent data and dynamic systems of

equations some of the more complicated concepts have been further streamlined other new

material includes correlated random coefficient models pseudo panels duration and count data

models quantile analysis and alternative approaches for controlling the impact of unobserved

heterogeneity in nonlinear panel data models

Econometric Analysis of Panel Data

1995

a number of advances have taken place in panel data analysis during the pastthree decades

and it continues to be one of the most active areas of research this volume contains 13

significant contributions focusing on modelling strategies data issues theoretical analysis and

applications applied econometrics papers on the economics of labor health

telecommunications finance and macroeconomics are provided as well as a survey of recent

theoretical developments in panal data analysis contributors include both well known scholars

and younger researchers from australia canada europe and the united states of america

Analysis of Panel Data

2014-11-24

this timely thoughtful book provides a clear introduction to using panel data in research it

describes the different types of panel datasets commonly used for empirical analysis and how

to use them for cross sectional panel and event history analysis longhi and nandi then guide
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the reader through the data management and estimation process including the interpretation

of the results and the preparation of the final output tables using existing data sets and

structured as hands on exercises each chapter engages with practical issues associated with

using data in research these include data cleaning data preparation computation of descriptive

statistics using sample weights choosing and implementing the right estimator interpreting

results preparing final output tables graphical representation written by experienced authors

this exciting textbook provides the practical tools needed to use panel data in research

Panel Data Analysis

2012-12-06

this proceedings volume presents new methods and applications in applied economic

research with an emphasis on advances in panel data analysis featuring papers presented at

the 2017 international conference on applied economics icoae held at coventry university this

volume provides current research on econometric panel data methodologies as they are

applied in microeconomics macroeconomics financial economics and agricultural economics

international conference on applied economics icoae is an annual conference that started in

2008 designed to bring together economists from different fields of applied economic research

in order to share methods and ideas applied economics is a rapidly growing field of

economics that combines economic theory with econometrics to analyse economic problems

of the real world usually with economic policy interest in addition there is growing interest in

the field for panel data estimation methods tests and techniques this volume makes a

contribution in the field of applied economic research in this area featuring country specific

studies this book will be of interest to academics students researchers practitioners and policy

makers in applied economics and economic policy

A Practical Guide to Using Panel Data

2014-12-01
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this new edition of this established textbook reflects the rapid developments in the field

covering the vast research that has been conducted on panel data since its initial publication

the book is packed with the most recent empirical examples from panel data literature and

includes new data sets the use of the standard software packages in the field i e stata limdep

tsp sas are illustrated with new examples the text has also been fully updated with new

material on non stationary models unit roots in panels and cointegration prediction in panels

serial correlation heteroskedasticity and new results on gmm in dynamic panel data models

there is also website providing supplementary material for lecturers

Advances in Panel Data Analysis in Applied Economic

Research

2018-04-17

this textbook offers a comprehensive introduction to panel data econometrics an area that has

enjoyed considerable growth over the last two decades micro and macro panels are becoming

increasingly available and methods for dealing with these types of data are in high demand

among practitioners software programs have fostered this growth including freely available

programs in r and numerous user written programs in both stata and eviews written by one of

the world s leading researchers and authors in the field econometric analysis of panel data

has established itself as the leading textbook for graduate and postgraduate courses on panel

data it provides up to date coverage of basic panel data techniques illustrated with real

economic applications and datasets which are available at the book s website on springer

com this new sixth edition has been fully revised and updated and includes new material on

dynamic panels limited dependent variables and nonstationary panels as well as spatial panel

data the author also provides empirical illustrations and examples using stata and eviews this

is a definitive book written by one of the architects of modern panel data econometrics it

provides both a practical introduction to the subject matter as well as a thorough discussion of

the underlying statistical principles without taxing the reader too greatly professor kajal lahiri
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state university of new york albany usa this book is the most comprehensive work available

on panel data it is written by one of the leading contributors to the field and is notable for its

encyclopaedic coverage and its clarity of exposition it is useful to theorists and to people

doing applied work using panel data it is valuable as a text for a course in panel data as a

supplementary text for more general courses in econometrics and as a reference professor

peter schmidt michigan state university usa panel data econometrics is in its ascendancy

combining the power of cross section averaging with all the subtleties of temporal and spatial

dependence badi baltagi provides a remarkable roadmap of this fascinating interface of

econometric method enticing the novitiate with technical gentleness the expert with

comprehensive coverage and the practitioner with many empirical applications professor peter

c b phillips cowles foundation yale university usa

Econometric Analysis of Panal Data

2001-10-31

discusses an array of techniques for the analysis of data collected on the same units of

analysis the panel at two or more points in time

Econometric Analysis of Panel Data

2021-03-16

solutions manual for a widely used graduate econometrics text

動学的パネルデータ分析

2011

panel data which consist of information gathered from the same individuals or units at several

different points in time are commonly used in the social sciences to test theories of individual

and social change this book provides an overview of models that are appropriate for the
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analysis of panel data focusing specifically on the area where panels offer major advantages

over cross sectional research designs the analysis of causal interrelationships among

variables without painting panel data as a cure all for the problems of causal inference in

nonexperimental research the author shows how panel data offer multiple ways of

strengthening the causal inference process in addition he shows how to estimate models that

contain a variety of lag specifications reciprocal effects and imperfectly measured variables

appropriate for readers who are familiar with multiple regression analysis and causal modeling

this book will offer readers the highlights of developments in this technique from diverse

disciplines to analytic traditions

Analyzing Panel Data

1979

panel count data occur in studies that concern recurrent events or event history studies when

study subjects are observed only at discrete time points by recurrent events we mean the

event that can occur or happen multiple times or repeatedly examples of recurrent events

include disease infections hospitalizations in medical studies warranty claims of automobiles

or system break downs in reliability studies in fact many other fields yield event history data

too such as demographic studies economic studies and social sciences for the cases where

the study subjects are observed continuously the resulting data are usually referred to as

recurrent event data this book collects and unifies statistical models and methods that have

been developed for analyzing panel count data it provides the first comprehensive coverage of

the topic the main focus is on methodology but for the benefit of the reader the applications of

the methods to real data are also discussed along with numerical calculations there exists a

great deal of literature on the analysis of recurrent event data this book fills the void in the

literature on the analysis of panel count data this book provides an up to date reference for

scientists who are conducting research on the analysis of panel count data it will also be

instructional for those who need to analyze panel count data to answer substantive research

questions in addition it can be used as a text for a graduate course in statistics or biostatistics
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that assumes a basic knowledge of probability and statistics

Solutions Manual and Supplementary Materials for

Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data

2003

a graduate text on panel data that takes the reader gradually from simple models and

methods in scalar simple vector notation to more complex models in matrix notation

Causal Analysis with Panel Data

1995-01-17

this book introduces econometric analysis of cross section time series and panel data with the

application of statistical software it serves as a basic text for those who wish to learn and

apply econometric analysis in empirical research the level of presentation is as simple as

possible to make it useful for undergraduates as well as graduate students it contains several

examples with real data and stata programmes and interpretation of the results while

discussing the statistical tools needed to understand empirical economic research the book

attempts to provide a balance between theory and applied research various concepts and

techniques of econometric analysis are supported by carefully developed examples with the

use of statistical software package stata 15 1 and assumes that the reader is somewhat

familiar with the strata software the topics covered in this book are divided into four parts part

i discusses introductory econometric methods for data analysis that economists and other

social scientists use to estimate the economic and social relationships and to test hypotheses

about them using real world data there are five chapters in this part covering the data

management issues details of linear regression models the related problems due to violation

of the classical assumptions part ii discusses some advanced topics used frequently in

empirical research with cross section data in its three chapters this part includes some specific
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problems of regression analysis part iii deals with time series econometric analysis it covers

intensively both the univariate and multivariate time series econometric models and their

applications with software programming in six chapters part iv takes care of panel data

analysis in four chapters different aspects of fixed effects and random effects are discussed

here panel data analysis has been extended by taking dynamic panel data models which are

most suitable for macroeconomic research the book is invaluable for students and researchers

of social sciences business management operations research engineering and applied

mathematics

Analysis of Change

2012-05-07

many economic and social surveys are designed as panel studies which provide important

data for describing social changes and testing causal relations between social phenomena this

textbook shows how to manage describe and model these kinds of data it presents models for

continuous and categorical dependent variables focusing either on the level of these variables

at different points in time or on their change over time it covers fixed and random effects

models models for change scores and event history models all statistical methods are

explained in an application centered style using research examples from scholarly journals

which can be replicated by the reader through data provided on the accompanying website as

all models are compared to each other it provides valuable assistance with choosing the right

model in applied research the textbook is directed at master and doctoral students as well as

applied researchers in the social sciences psychology business administration and economics

readers should be familiar with linear regression and have a good understanding of ordinary

least squares estimation

Statistical Analysis of Panel Count Data

2013-10-09
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in the last 20 years econometric theory on panel data has developed rapidly particularly for

analyzing common behaviors among individuals over time meanwhile the statistical methods

employed by applied researchers have not kept up to date this book attempts to fill in this gap

by teaching researchers how to use the latest panel estimation methods correctly almost all

applied economics articles use panel data or panel regressions however many empirical

results from typical panel data analyses are not correctly executed this book aims to help

applied researchers to run panel regressions correctly and avoid common mistakes the book

explains how to model cross sectional dependence how to estimate a few key common

variables and how to identify them it also provides guidance on how to separate out the long

run relationship and common dynamic and idiosyncratic dynamic relationships from a set of

panel data aimed at applied researchers who want to learn about panel data econometrics by

running statistical software this book provides clear guidance and is supported by a full range

of online teaching and learning materials it includes practice sections on matlab stata and

gauss throughout along with short and simple econometric theories on basic panel

regressions for those who are unfamiliar with econometric theory on traditional panel

regressions

Econometrics of Panel Data

2016-10-27

this monograph deals with spatially dependent nonstationary time series in a way accessible

to both time series econometricians wanting to understand spatial econometics and spatial

econometricians lacking a grounding in time series analysis after charting key concepts in

both time series and spatial econometrics the book discusses how the spatial connectivity

matrix can be estimated using spatial panel data instead of assuming it to be exogenously

fixed this is followed by a discussion of spatial nonstationarity in spatial cross section data and

a full exposition of non stationarity in both single and multi equation contexts including the

estimation and simulation of spatial vector autoregression var models and spatial error

correction ecm models the book reviews the literature on panel unit root tests and panel
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cointegration tests for spatially independent data and for data that are strongly spatially

dependent it provides for the first time critical values for panel unit root tests and panel

cointegration tests when the spatial panel data are weakly or spatially dependent the volume

concludes with a discussion of incorporating strong and weak spatial dependence in non

stationary panel data models all discussions are accompanied by empirical testing based on a

spatial panel data of house prices in israel

Econometrics in Theory and Practice

2019-09-05

this book is concerned with recent developments in time series and panel data techniques for

the analysis of macroeconomic and financial data it provides a rigorous nevertheless user

friendly account of the time series techniques dealing with univariate and multivariate time

series models as well as panel data models it is distinct from other time series texts in the

sense that it also covers panel data models and attempts at a more coherent integration of

time series multivariate analysis and panel data models it builds on the author s extensive

research in the areas of time series and panel data analysis and covers a wide variety of

topics in one volume different parts of the book can be used as teaching material for a variety

of courses in econometrics it can also be used as reference manual it begins with an

overview of basic econometric and statistical techniques and provides an account of

stochastic processes univariate and multivariate time series tests for unit roots cointegration

impulse response analysis autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity models simultaneous

equation models vector autoregressions causality forecasting multivariate volatility models

panel data models aggregation and global vector autoregressive models gvar the techniques

are illustrated using microfit 5 pesaran and pesaran 2009 oup with applications to real output

inflation interest rates exchange rates and stock prices
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Applied Panel Data Analysis for Economic and Social Surveys

2013-01-24

this restructured updated third edition provides a general overview of the econometrics of

panel data from both theoretical and applied viewpoints readers discover how econometric

tools are used to study organizational and household behaviors as well as other

macroeconomic phenomena such as economic growth the book contains sixteen entirely new

chapters all other chapters have been revised to account for recent developments with

contributions from well known specialists in the field this handbook is a standard reference for

all those involved in the use of panel data in econometrics

Panel Data Econometrics

2019-02-07

a systematic analytical procedure has been developed for computing flutter characteristics of

rectangular panels with stream aligned side edges based on air forces from three dimensional

linearized supersonic unsteady potential flow the procedure has particular usefulness in the

low supersonic speed range where static and quasi static aerodynamic approximations are

considered to be least valid and can provide bases of comparison for some of the simpler

types of analysis the panel is considered to be finely divided into many boxes and the

aerodynamic influence coefficients between all pairs of boxes are obtained by numerical

integration the flutter analysis is a modal type which readily coordinates with the aerodynamic

box method and can be used for calculating the flutter stability of any flat or nearly flat panel

whether of isotropic or anisotropic stiffness and of buckled panels for which the flutter is a

small amplitude simple harmonic superimposed motion to which linear theory is applicable a

number of results are presented for flat unstressed isotropic panels with simply supported

edges and with clamped edges for clamped edge aluminum panels with length width ratio of 2

at sea level the panel flutter parameters are tabulated for eight mach numbers ranging from 1
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02 to 2 0 for mach 1 3 fluter boundaries are plotted for length width ratios from 0 to 10 for

simply supported edges and from 0 to 4 for clamped edges so that design values can be read

for a wide range of panel materials and air densities appendix a delineates the way in which

the natural mode characteristics were developed for calculating the presented flutter results

without the need for double precision arithmetic appendix b provides formulas for conversion

among a number of types of flutter solution parameters in current use appendix c describes a

way to economize computer time for the large matrix multiplication required

The Econometric Analysis of Non-Stationary Spatial Panel

Data

2019-03-27

panel data econometrics theory introduces econometric modelling written by experts from

diverse disciplines the volume uses longitudinal datasets to illuminate applications for a variety

of fields such as banking financial markets tourism and transportation auctions and

experimental economics contributors emphasize techniques and applications and they

accompany their explanations with case studies empirical exercises and supplementary code

in r they also address panel data analysis in the context of productivity and efficiency analysis

where some of the most interesting applications and advancements have recently been made

provides a vast array of empirical applications useful to practitioners from different application

environments accompanied by extensive case studies and empirical exercises includes

empirical chapters accompanied by supplementary code in r helping researchers replicate

findings represents an accessible resource for diverse industries including health

transportation tourism economic growth and banking where researchers are not always

econometrics experts
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Time Series and Panel Data Econometrics

2015-10-01

this book provides a comprehensive introduction to stata with an emphasis on data

management linear regression logistic modeling and using programs to automate repetitive

tasks using data from a longitudinal study of private households in germany the book presents

many examples from the social sciences to bring beginners up to speed on the use of stata

back cover

The Econometrics of Panel Data

2008-04-06

this volume includes some of the papers presented at the 11th international conference on

panel data texas june 2004 and other solicited papers that passed the refereeing process and

includes such topics as dynamic panel data estimation non linear panel data methods and the

phenomenal growth in non stationary panel data econometrics

Supersonic Speed Flutter Analysis of Circular Panels with

Edges Elastically Restrained Against Rotation

1960

this completely restructured updated third edition of the econometrics of panel data first

published in 1992 provides a general overview of the econometrics of panel data both from a

theoretical and from an applied viewpoint since the pioneering papers by kuh mundlak hoch

and balestra and nerlove the pooling of cross section and time series data has become an

increasingly popular way of quantifying economic relationships each series provides

information lacking in the other so a combination of both leads to more accurate and reliable

results than would be achievable by one type of series alone this third enhanced edition
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provides a complete and up to date presentation of theoretical developments as well as

surveys about how econometric tools are used to study firms and household s behaviors and

or more macroeconomic phenomena such as economic growth it contains sixteen entirely new

chapters while the others have been largely revised to account for recent developments in the

field

Flutter Analysis of Flat Rectangular Panels Based on Three-

dimensional Supersonic Unsteady Potential Flow

1967

linear panel analysis models of quantitative change focuses on the use of linear models in the

analysis of change data measured on a sample of individuals over multiple time points this

book is organized into 12 chapters after a general introduction to change analysis in chapter 1

some basic algebraic results on change scores are presented in chapter 2 chapter 3

constructs and analyzes structural equation models for studying the causes of change while

chapter 4 outlines several ways of simply describing change in groups the uses and abuses of

cross lagged panel correlations are discussed in chapter 5 chapters 6 to 10 deal with a variety

of special topics that arise in panel analysis the alternatives to the analysis of over time data

for a set of individuals are described in chapter 11 the last chapter is devoted to the practical

aspects of designing and carrying out the data collection phase of a panel study this

publication is intended for social scientists who work with change data

Panel Data Econometrics

2019-06-19

for the last four decades the uses of econometric tools and techniques irrespective of

discipline have been increasing rapidly for solving problems appropriate decision making and

policy formulation generally it is accepted that the study of modern business and economics is
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incomplete without a proper knowledge of econometric tools and techniques in view of the

increasing complexity and variety of problems in business and economics students and

researchers may not be able to cope and hence may remain unfamiliar with many aspects of

business and economic problems thus this book was written to explore basic and advanced

studies of econometrics for undergraduate and graduate students of business and economics

as well as for researchers already engaged in these fields who require an introduction to

econometric methods and their application for solving of real life problems the book offers a

balanced presentation of fundamental and advanced levels of econometric concepts and

methods along with practical examples of their effective application in real life problems

Data Analysis Using Stata

2005-06-15

this monograph deals with spatially dependent non stationary time series in a way accessible

to both time series econometricians wanting to understand spatial econometics and spatial

econometricians lacking a grounding in time series analysis after charting key concepts in

both time series and spatial econometrics the book discusses how the spatial connectivity

matrix can be estimated using spatial panel data instead of assuming it to be exogenously

fixed this is followed by a discussion of spatial non stationarity in spatial cross section data

and a full exposition of non stationarity in both single and multi equation contexts including the

estimation and simulation of spatial vector autoregression var models and spatial error

correction ecm models the book reviews the literature on panel unit root tests and panel

cointegration tests for spatially independent data and for data that are strongly spatially

dependent it provides for the first time critical values for panel unit root tests and panel

cointegration tests when the spatial panel data are weakly or spatially dependent the volume

concludes with a discussion of incorporating strong and weak spatial dependence in non

stationary panel data models all discussions are accompanied by empirical testing based on a

spatial panel data of house prices in israel
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